
Appendix H 
 
I’ve just been made aware of applications for Little Elses,  but 
have received NOTHING from Sevenoaks Council. 
  
  
It appears they’ve put in ridiculous applications with a complete and total lack of any 
regard to their neighbours peace and safety, to be allowed to sell alcohol practically 24/7 
and produce as much ‘outside/external’ noise as they want ANY DAY OF THE WEEK!!! 
  
I’m not sure why this hasn’t been rejected straight away.  We moved to the countryside 
for the peace and you’re looking to allow outside entertainment, concerts and other live 
music, which will MASSIVELY effect the enjoyment of our homes and the surroundings. 
  
We have enough trouble with Giacomos next door not giving a damn about the loudness of 
his music with his windows open and his amplifiers pointing outside and towards our home 
– we don’t get peaceful evenings when they have their ‘live gigs’ on but at least they’re 
only ‘every so often’.  What is being proposed here is completely ridiculous.  We don’t 
need drunken drivers leaving Little Elses after a day ... or two ... of drinking at these 
music events.  It’s definitely NOT family entertainment and it CANNOT be a concert 
venue!!  Its a field with a couple of tents which they consider ‘glamping’ and horses. 
  
I also wasn’t aware that they are building a house on the site of an agricultural building so 
they are pushing what you’ll let them have WAAAY beyond any reasonable, sensible and 
logistical point.  This is an area of AONB and they’re completely taking the  
  
Yet Little Elses doesn’t even have a property to play this music in, all these events with be 
outside or maybe in a tent ... it will be heard by EVERYONE, regardless of whether they 
WANT to hear it or not, regardless of whether they’re quietly entertaining with family and 
friends in their gardens. 
  
There is NOWHERE to put 400 cars – we have enough problems with people using Weald as 
a ‘rat run’ at high speed with cars parked along the sides of the road, not just between 
our home and Giacomos, but in front of our house making it difficult to see to get our cars 
out but also sometimes parked on the grass outside Elses Farm development and most 
dangerously parked recently all along the road towards the corner on the way into Weald 
village also. 
  
The ‘Rhythm in Oaks’ event they had last year was loud and annoying enough with cars 
toing and froing along our little lanes. 
  
You’ve previously blocked a car boot being allowed up the hill by Kings because of traffic, 
but Little Elses is right on the corner opposite Giacomos and many a time cars have sped 
round that corner only to be confronted by someone turning slowly into/out of Giacomos 
carpark round the bend. 
  
We DON’T want loud noisy, boozy events on our doorstep, regardless of them being a few 
hours, one day or two days or more whether concerts, weddings, open air cinemas ... it’s 
simply NOT appropriate for the area or the local community and I seriously hope you will 
quash such applications that would serioulsy impact the lives of those people living in the 
area. 
  
Lynne Moore, Paul Moore, Thomas Moore, Emily Moore 

 
 




